Abstract. The bell’s culture is a secular tradition strongly linked to the religious and social activities of the old Brazilian’s villages. In São João del-Rei, where the singular bell tradition composes the soundscape of the city, the bell’s ringing created from different rhythmic and timbral patterns, establish a language capable of transmitting varied types of messages to the local population. In this way, the social function of these ringing, added to real or legendary facts related to the bell’s culture, were able to produce affections and to constitute a strong relation with the identity of the community. The link of this community with the bells, therefore transcends the man-object relationship, tending to an interpersonal relationship practically. Thus, to emphasize this connection in an artistic way, it is proposed the installation called: PER (SINO) FICAÇÃO. This consists of an environment where users would have their physical attributes collected through the use of computer vision. From the interlocking of these data with timbral attributes of the bells, visitors would be able to sound like these, through mapped bodily attributes capable of performing syntheses based on original samples of the bells. Thus the inverse sense of the personification of the bell is realized, producing the human “bellification”.

2 The installation

In this piece, the audience is invited to get inside the steeple and be a bell of the church. When coming into the space, some projections of different steeples of the city’s churches are projected and the bells are quite. A calm soundscape of the city is the only sound heard in the place. When getting inside the steeple, the bells starts ringing in different patterns and rhythms and the city soundscape is completed by the sound of the bells.

The nature of the composition varies depending on the visitor’s features. A camera system using Computer Vision algorithms captures the visitors body and the weight, size, and shape of the visitor’s body and these attributes are mapped to a new bell with these personal features. Every visitor inside the chamber can change drastically the sound of the church putting a different bell in the musical pattern and creating a different music. The combination of visitors can create different rhythms and patterns and up to 5 bells can ring together in our steeple.

The sound of the bells are synthesized using the visitors physical attributes and mixed with a background soundscape that can bring the city around the church to the installation creating a more realistic atmosphere based on the day time.

Completing the installation, images from the steeple and along the bell towers are projected and also controlled by the visitors data to create an immersive environment and an unique experience. These images and videos, captured in real steeples of the city’s churches, fol-
low the rhythm defined by the visitor’s particulars and can also be influenced by the movement of bodies inside the chamber. In addition to the proposed visual projections, in some moments the absence of visual stimulus inside the cabin will also be explored, with the aim of providing a sound-only experience, where the public is encouraged to concentrate only on the sound it produces and the performance interaction with the other users of the installation. This experience is based on the Accusmatic principles, where only sound is the central musical aspect and, in this case, producer of interaction.

3 Technical Aspects

Regarding the technical aspects used in the installation, this work has two main parts (Figure 3). Initially, information such as audience height and width is collected from a Python based on the OpenCv library to process the image provided from the webcam. Thus, a message of the type -height, width- is sent through the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol to a Pure Data patch. Upon receiving OSC messages, the application implemented in Pure Data is responsible for issuing bell samples (Figure 4). This Pure Data programming merges different layers of sound including samples, soundscapes, the wind in the steeple and the synthesized bells, along with some images and videos.
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